ENVISIONWARE PRODUCTS IN
ERIE COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY

Technology Plays a Key Role in
Erie County Public Library’s Success
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When Erie County Public Library (ECPL) in Pennsylvania
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migrated to EnvisionWare in 2014, it was the start of a selfservice technology journey that continues today.
ECPL initially migrated to EnvisionWare for computer
and print management, implementing PC Reservation®
and LPT:One™. Based on the success of these services,
EnvisionWare’s MobilePrint Service™ was rolled out to the

OneStop™

community the following year, enabling patrons to print
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®

from their personal computers and mobile devices.
As ECPL began crafting their four-year strategic plan,
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leveraging technology was identified as key to helping
the Library achieve their goals. “Two key areas of focus
in our 2016 – 2020 Strategic Plan are Connections and
Capacity,” said Technology Coordinator Rebecca Long.
“Technology plays a central role by both connecting
patrons to library resources and enabling staff to have the
time to deliver innovative programming and services.”

In support of the plan, the Library implemented EnvisionWare’s X11 self-service kiosks, along
with EnvisionWare® eCommerce Services™ for self-service fine and fee payments. ECPL
is also implementing EnvisionWare’s Copy Payment Manager™. Copy Payment Manager
provides patrons with the flexibility to choose how they pay for copies, including deposit
accounts, credit cards and cash/vending payments. The software also centralizes financial
reporting to provide a comprehensive view of all money collected from copying, regardless
of payment type.
“These types of products and services help free-up Library staff time to allocate to
programming and community outreach,” said Long. The numbers support this. Over
39,000 people attended the 1,474 programs ECPL offered in 2017, and the Library’s Idea
Lab makerspace is continuously providing new and innovative opportunities for hands-on
learning both within the library and out in the community.
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